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Chapter 1161 

“He’s full of aggression.” 

Just as Kelvin finished speaking... Thud! 

Rumble! 

Clang, clang, clang! 

The First War God started to rage again. He gripped the bars of the metal 
cage with both hands, continuously trying to pry them apart. He even 
smashed his head against them as if he was mad. 

Andrius’ heart ached. 

Although the First War God no longer knew the concept of pain, witnessing 
how the once-glorious First War God was reduced to such a miserable state 
was truly heartbreaking, especially for Andrius, who. was once a former friend 
of his. 

He could not bear to watch and turned his head to ask, “Is there a way to 
resolve this?” 

Kelvin’s expression darkened as he shook his head. “I’ve tried, but the insect 
in his body is too powerful. The insects in my possession can’t deal with him.” 

Andrius fell silent. 

After some thought, he took out his silver needles and began acupuncture 
treatment on the First War God's body. 

The needles pierced his body, precise and accurate. 

However, what caught Andrius off guard was that when the needles were 
inserted into the First War God’s body, it was like pouring oil on a fire, 
instantly igniting his ferocious and murderous nature as the Insect Soldier 
King! 



Roar- 

The First War God let out a series of deep roars. His eyes turned redder, and 
every muscle on his body turned exceptionally robust, looking explosive and 
violent. Crack... 

The next moment, the First War God... 

No, he had completely transformed into an actual god of war now! 

He forcefully pulled apart the bars of the cage and sprinted out. 

Thud! 

Thud! 

Thud! 

The Insect Soldier King approached with large steps, stomping on the ground. 
The floor cracked with a muffled sound, striking heavily into the hearts of 
onlookers like war drums. 

Bam! 

Boom! 
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The guards tried to intervene, but they were no match and were all sent flying. 

Seeing this, Andrius had no choice but to step forward to prevent more 
soldiers from getting hurt, blocking the enraged Insect Soldier King. 

The Insect Soldier King’s eyes were red. He did not care who the person in 
front of him was. 

In his mind, there was only one thought-destroy everything in sight! 

Boom! 

The Insect Soldier King threw a punch without hesitation. Andrius responded 
with a punch of his own. 



However, the Insect Soldier King’s 

ly was ac 

tough as cast iron 

and did not know the concept of pain, while Andrius was already injured and 
soon retreated. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

He did not 

d 

to use his inner energy at all, fearing that it would body and accelerate his 
own power loss. 

sect Soldier King held the advantage for the whole battle. us was forced back 
step by step and eventually backed into a Visit  to read the latest chapter of 
this novel 

orner. The Insect Soldier King pressed forward. 

The next second, he lifted his sandbag-sized fist and swung it at Andrius’ 
chest. 

“Wolf King, watch out!” Kelvin saw this scene and immediately shouted. 

Swoosh- 

Just then, a figure appeared out of nowhere and shielded Andrius, facing the 
enormous and fierce Insect Soldier King alone. 

Andrius looked over and could not believe his eyes. 

It was none other than Vivian! 

With her frail body, she would undoubtedly perish if the Insect Soldier King’s 
punch so much as brushed against her! Visit  to read the latest chapter of this 
novel 
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There was no other choice. 



The First War God was already dead, but Vivian was still alive. 

The choice was clear. 

However, to save Vivian, Andrius would need to use his inner energy 

and risk harming the First War God, perhaps even destroying the latter’s 
body... Nevertheless, he had to make this difficult decision. 

Andrius did not have the time to think about it carefully. 

Swoosh- 

The next second, his inner energy-coated right fist was just about to reach 
past Vivian to collide with the Insect Soldier King. His fist had the momentum 
of a mountain or a river. It was enough to 

destroy the First War God. 

“Conrad.... | have no choice. I’m sorry...” Andrius muttered those 

words and stopped hesitating. 

Just then, Vivian suddenly shouted at the Insect Soldier King, “Father!” 

Hearing that voice, the First War God’s rapidly approaching body suddenly 
froze. The violence and evil aura on his body seemed to evaporate, 

completely dissipating in an instant. Then, he seemed to realize his 

actions and quickly slowed down. The surging force on his fist also 
disappeared like smoke. Half a second later, his fist finally stopped not an inch 
away from 

Vivian's chest. 

He was no longer the bloodthirsty Insect Soldier King. He was the 

First War God, Conrad Gibbs, and the father of Vivian Gibbs! 

Seeing this scene, Andrius and Kelvin were both stunned. 

However, what shocked them even more was what happened next. 



Swoosh... 

He raised his hand and gently caressed Vivian's head. 

That gentleness and warmth made it impossible to associate him with the 
fierce and destructive Insect Soldier King from a moment 

ago. It was as if he was just a kind father 

It was as if he turned back into the First War God. Everyone present was 
stunned. 

“What...” 

Even Andrius was dumbfounded. He and Kelvin exchanged a look and 

saw the disbelief in each other's faces. 

Back then, then, in the lost temple at the cordillera, the First War God risked 
his life to buy them time from the Second War God and then died tragically at 
the hands of insect soldiers. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

The bullet recovered later that Andrius analyzed not only contained 

the blood of the First War God but also his brain fluid, indicating that Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 

he had been shot through the head. Not even a martial realm expert 

would be able to survive such an injury, let alone the First War God. Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 

The reason why the First War God could move now was entirely due to the 
insects inside his body. 

However, the movement was rigid and not of human nature. Despite that, 
what did they see? 

The First War God was actually exhibiting human behavior! 

-He was awakened by Vivian’s voice and performed a human-like action! 

The area fell into silence. 



Andrius, Kelvin, Luna, and the others were all stunned. 

Even the soldiers stood frozen in place, staring with their mouths. wide open. 

“Father...” 

The First War God caressed Vivian's head. 
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Vivian's face was sorrowful. She closed her eyes, and tears slid down her 
cheeks silently, falling to the ground with silent drips. 

“Father...” 

Seeing Andrius and Kelvin’s shocked gazes, Vivian choked up and explained, 
“When | was small, every time he had to go out ona mission... | would cry and 
make a scene, wanting him to stay. “Every time, my father would comfort me 
like this, patting my head... He did it every time...” 

Vivian's tone grew softer, and her face increasingly sad. 

At that moment, the First War God's actions became even gentler. Andrius 
and Kelvin were both amazed, completely shaken by what they saw. 

Swoosh... 

Kelvin suddenly had an idea and approached the First War God. The First 
War God did not notice, his eyes fixed on Vivian as he mechanically repeated 
the same action. 

Kelvin relaxed and began examining the First War God. 

Then, he was shocked. His eyes were filled with disbelief as he muttered to 
himself. “This... This is impossible! How could this be?” 

“What happened?” Andrius looked at his expression and quickly asked. 

“T-the violent aura of the insects in his body has completely subsided, 
becoming a controllable aura! T-that’s simply impossible, but it really 
happened...” Kelvin pointed at the First War God, his expression 

changing constantly. 



It was as if his worldview was being overturned. 

Controllable? 

Andrius’ eyes flashed, and he asked, “Doesn't that mean that Conrad’s body 
can stabilize in the future?” “It's possible!” Kelvin considered it and said 
solemnly, “I should be 

able to control him for the second time, basically ensuring that the 

First War God won't have those violent outbreaks again in the future.” 

Andrius was relieved. 

Then, Kelvin continued, “However, the First War God’s actions just, now were 
truly unimaginable. I’ve been studying medicine in Murrfield for decades, but | 
still can’t figure out the reason. | probably won’t be 

able to figure it out for a while.” 

Andrius did not think much of it. 

Many things exist in the world. The more one learned, the more one would 
feel their own insignificance. 

However, no matter what, the fact was that Kelvin could control the First War 
God for the second time to stabilize him, and he was even stopped by Vivian's 
voice. Those were both very good things. Visit  to read the latest chapter of 
this novel 

“Okay.” Andrius nodded at Kelvin, then sought Vivian’s opinion, ” Vivian, if you 
don’t mind, let Dr. Leach plant the second insect in Conrad’s body. That way, 
there won’t be any violent outbursts again.” The second insect... 

This undoubtedly meant another injury to the First War God. However, in 
order to prevent a recurrence of the recent dangerous scene and more 
tragedies, Vivian nodded softly. 

With the approval, Andrius looked at Kelvin. “Dr. Leach, I'll leave this to you 
for now. Take good care of Vivian and the First War God. I'll go back first and 
check on the results of the interrogation.” Visit  to read the latest chapter of 
this novel 



Kelvin nodded. “Don't worry, Wolf King. | owe the First War God my life, so I'll 
do my best.” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

Andrius was relieved. He turned around. Just as he was about to walk out, 
someone suddenly rushed in. It was Dax. He steadied himself and said 
urgently, “Andrius, bad 

news!” 
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Andrius frowned and asked, “What happened?” 

Dax took a deep breath and quickly said, “Just a moment ago, the squad 
escorting Brandon was unexpectedly attacked. “The opponent’s martial 
strength was formidable. They came prepared. They took the whole squad as 
hostage. 

“Although I’ve dispatched a large army to surround them, they’re using the 
lives of the soldiers as a threat, so | don’t dare to act recklessly. The army was 
forced to retreat and can’t get too close. “Furthermore, Brandon specifically 
named you and wants you to go alone in exchange for the hostages. 

“If anyone else approaches, then they'll kill the hostages. What do you think?” 

Dax looked at Andrius as if seeking his opinion. 

It seemed another complication cropped up. These people were quite 
audacious, daring to take soldiers from the Southern Warzone 

hostage. 

Andrius’ expression instantly turned cold, and he said in a low voice,” Lead 
the way. I'll go meet them now and see who they 

are. Brandon said that he was backed up by several high-ranking officials in 
Kiyoto. 

Andrius never thought that those people would become so arrogant just 
because he went off the radar for some time. 

Amoment later, Dax led Andrius and met Brandon and the others. 



“Wolf King...” Brandon immediately grinned when he saw Andrius appear. “I 
didn’t expect us to meet again so soon. It’s just that this time, our roles are 
reversed. | have the initiative, while you're ina 

passive position. 

“Tsk, tsk, tsk... Tell me, how should | deal with you this time?” Dealing with the 
Wolf King! 

In Florence, not even the emperor, Registus, would dare to say that. Brandon 
was truly arrogant. 

Even Dax and the others could not bear to watch. 

“Stop barking.” Andrius did not lose his composure due to Brandon's 
arrogance and only said calmly, “Get to the point. What are your conditions for 
releasing the hostages?” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

“It's simple!” Brandon glanced at Andrius and snapped his fingers, as if 
everything was under his control. “Immediately mobilize five large military 
transport helicopters and bring them here with full tanks. Visit  to read the 
latest chapter of this novel 

“As long as we can Safely leave, these soldiers are just small fry to us, so | 
won't bother killing them. What do you think?” Visit  to read the latest chapter 
of this novel 

Helicopters... 

Asubtle flash flickered in Andrius’ eyes, and he agreed. “No problem. “Dax, 
follow his instructions.” 

ChaiterTipl 

Dax did not doubt him and quickly arranged it. 

Whirr... 

Ten minutes later, the sound of helicopters approached from afar, stirring up 
gusts of wind. 

Finally, they landed in an open space several meters away. 



The crew quickly descended, emptying everything. 

“There.” Andrius looked straight at Brandon and said calmly, “The helicopters 
you wanted are here. Shouldn't you fulfill your promise 

now?” 
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“Don't rush.” 

Brandon grinned and gestured to one of his men. 

The subordinate immediately went to check inside the helicopter, ensuring 
there was enough fuel and inspecting for any sabotage. 

Not long after, he returned. 

He nodded at Brandon. 

Brandon smirked in triumph. “It seems you’re quite sensible and didn’t pull any 
tricks on the helicopter. In that case, I'll cut to the chase. There's one last 
condition.” 

At that point, a cold glint flashed in Brandon’s eyes. “Andrius Moonshade, | 
can release all these soldiers, but you must become my hostage. Once we 
leave Florence airspace, I'll naturally let you go.” Brandon was indeed clever. 

If they left so brazenly as a group like this, Dax could order a missile. strike 
and annihilate them. 

However, it was different with Andrius. Dax would surely hesitate and not dare 
to use missiles, fearing the consequences. 

Andrius’ expression flickered with coldness at the cunning plan, and he said 
calmly, “I can be your hostage, but | need to inform the 

soldiers first. Otherwise, you won't be able to take me away.” Brandon thought 
about it and felt that there was no problem, so he agreed. “Sure.” 

Andrius went back to the army formation and said to Dax, “Dax, I’m going with 
him as his hostage later.” 



“Wolf King, that’s...” 

Although Dax knew that Andrius was strong, he still hesitated. “Hubby, no!” 
Beside him, Luna grabbed his arm and pleaded with her eyes. “I don’t want to 
see you in danger...” It was clear that Luna was sincerely worried and truly 
feared that something would happen to Andrius 

Andrius looked into Luna’s eyes, seeing his own reflection clearly, and 
reassured her. “Don’t worry about me. | have a plan! 

“Brandon will watch me personally. That way, I’ll have the chance to hijack the 
helicopter. When | succeed, I'll get out of the helicopter. At that time, Dax, give 
the order to attack all five helicopters so that 

none of them can escape.” 

Andrius’ plan was quite bold and decisive. Attacking five military helicopters... 
Ordinary people would not dare to think of it. 

Even Dax was shocked by Andrius’ plan and asked, “Are you sure that'll 
work? Jumping from a helicopter is no joke! Besides, Brandon knows how 
strong you are and will definitely keep a close eye on you. If you're not 
completely confident, then...” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

It was clear that Dax was not very confident in this plan. Andrius smiled. “I’m 
confident. Just do as | say.” 

“Got it!” Dax gritted his teeth and agreed. “I'll give the order once you Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 

get out.” 

Whirr... 

To the side, an extremely cold aura suddenly surged forward. 

It was Luna! 

She knew that Andrius was risking his safety to save the soldiers, and the 
demon snake's power once again influenced her emotions. 

 



‘Brandon Orwell, if even a hair on my husband gets harmed... I'll peel Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 

your skin and rip your organs out as revenge!’ At that thought, Luna glared at 
Brandon intensely. “Achoo!” Brandon was feeling smug when he suddenly felt 
an 

overwhelming icy aura and could not help but shiver. 
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However, this was southern Florence where the temperature often reached 
over thirty degrees Celsius. Why would he feel a chill? Brandon felt puzzled. 

Thus, he glanced at Andrius and snorted in displeasure, “Wolf King, hurry up 
and stop dallying. Have you finished explaining everything?” Andrius did not 
speak and walked straight forward. 

“That’s more like it!” Brandon became arrogant again. Then, he took a pair of 
handcuffs from one of the mercenaries and snapped them 

onto Andrius, saying, “Don’t try playing any tricks. These cuffs are made of 
high-purity refined iron. Even a full-grown male elephant won't be able to 
break free.” 

Andrius tested it out silently. Then, he nodded at the detained soldiers and 
said, “Can you release them now?” 

“Don't worry, with a big catch like you, I’m not interested in those small fry!” 
Brandon replied and then said to the mercenaries, “Release the trash. They’re 
worthless trash. Let’s go!” 

Then, the mercenaries slowly released the soldiers, and the group of people 
boarded the helicopter. Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh... 

The sound rang out, sending gusts of wind flying. 

The helicopters ascended. 

Chapter 1166 

214 



Brandon looked at the shackled Andrius and could not hold back his grin. “I 
never expected the mighty Wolf King of Florence would fall into my hands. 
Hahahaha...” 

Brandon burst into arrogant and triumphant laughter. At that moment, he was 
like a winner, assuming a condescending posture. “Remember how loud 
you're laughing now. You'll be as miserable later,” Andrius raised his eyes and 
looked at him calmly, speaking with indifference. 

“Huh?” Brandon seemed to hear an unbelievable joke. 

He glanced at Andrius, then said disdainfully, “What? Do you think that dog 
Dax will dare to launch missiles while you’re still here? 

“He wouldn't dare! Once | fly out of Florence’s airspace, he won't b able to 
deal with me! How will | be miserable?” 

Just as he spoke, a strange change occurred. 

Crack! 

Aslight sound came, and the specially made handcuffs shackling Andrius 
shattered, breaking into pieces, and falling to the ground. 

Even an elephant would find that refined iron sturdy. However, for a martial 
realm expert like Andrius, it was like using a cannon to kill a mosquito, 
absolutely effortless. 

“You! That's impossible!” 

Seeing this, Brandon was so frightened that he instinctively reached for his 
gun. Chapter 156 

However, how could his speed compare to Andrius? 

Swoosh... 

Before he could draw the gun, Andrius already grabbed him by the 

neck. 

With his strength, he could easily twist off Brandon’s head. Bang! Bang, bang, 
bang! 



Seeing the situation turning bad, the mercenaries immediately picked Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 

up their guns and aimed them at Andrius, firing a barrage without hesitation. 
However... 

When the bullets reached almost half a meter from Andrius, they were all 
deflected by powerful inner energy. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this 
novel 

For a moment, the mercenaries were shocked and started to doub their guns 
and their own eyes. 

Andrius, holding Brandon, walked to the door of the helicopter, opened it, and 
jumped straight down without looking. 

“Abhhhh...” 

Brandon was scared out of his wits and screamed, and a spray of yellow liquid 
flew around. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

“Fire!” 

Below, Dax had been silently observing everything and had the soldiers make 
all the preparations. When he saw Andrius and Brandon come out, he 
decisively gave the order to open fire. Boom! 

Swish! 

Swoosh! 

Asharp roar echoed, and long tongues of flames spewed out. 

The rocket launchers aimed at the five helicopters roared in unison. 

Boom! 

Chapter 1167 

Rumble! 

Boom! 



The next moment, all the helicopters were destroyed by the impressive 
firepower, exploding in mid-air and creating a dazzling yet tragic display of 
fireworks. 

Debris emitted black smoke and fell continuously. 

As for the mercenaries inside... 

Naturally, there was no chance of survival for any of them. 

Boom! 

Andrius and Brandon fell faster and faster. 

Andrius gathered his inner energy and repeatedly struck the ground, using the 
rebounding force to slow their descent. 

Finally, their speed decreased. 

Brandon fell to the ground, and Andrius landed steadily. 

Rustle... 

Swoosh... 

Clack, clack... 

The soldiers immediately rushed over, aiming their guns at Brandon and 
capturing him once again. “Ugh... Bleurgh...” 

Brandon’s face was pale as he vomited heavily, unable to slip away this time. 

“Brandon Orwell.” Andrius looked at him and said coldly, “You can’t 

escape. Don’t try any futile struggles. It’s meaningless. Tell me the 
whereabouts of the masked men who took Vivian away and | can 

lessen your suffering.” 

At that moment, Brandon's hair was disheveled, and he looked miserable. 
There was no trace of his former arrogance. Only deep fear toward Andrius 
remained. 



Bullets could not harm him, and falling from a high altitude could not kill him. 

Was he even human? 

At that thought, Brandon was frightened out of his wits and did not dare to 
oppose Andrius anymore. 

“Tell me now!” 

Brandon took a deep breath, looked at Andrius, and quickly said, ” Those 
masked men are on a mountain about ten kilometers to the 

southwest of Scarlet Peak. However, they’ve always been secretive and never 
allow entry to anyone once they descend the mountain.” 

At that point, Brandon looked at Andrius cautiously and quickly added, “That’s 
all | know, | swear! Wolf King, I’m begging you. Please 

don’t torture me!” 

Andrius ignored Brandon and looked in the southwest direction. 

The southwest... 

That was near Murrfield. 

thought flashed in Andrius’ mind. 

“Dax, since we got the information, take him back for strict 

confinement. Pick some elite soldiers. We'll go over and take a look,” Visit  to 
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Andrius gave the order. 

“Got it.”. 

Dax had the same intention and immediately issued the command. Then, 
Brandon was escorted away by the soldiers, leaving in low spirits. 

“Ugh...” 

ddenly spit out a mouthful of black blood. 



 

eridians were already severed, and using inner energy several mes 
aggravated his injuries. Furthermore, the remaining inner energy in his body 
was becoming thinner. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

“Hubby!” Luna rushed forward to support him, asking with concern,” Are you 
okay? Let me do the heavy lifting in the future...” Her crystal-clear eyes were 
covered with a layer of mist. 

“I'm fine.” Andrius shook his head and said firmly, “Let's deal with these 
masked men first. Otherwise, | won't be at ease.” Visit  to read the latest 
chapter of this novel 

Hearing this, Luna’s eyes immediately flashed with an icy and resolute intent.. 

It was all those masked men’s fault. Otherwise, Andrius would not have been 
injured again and accelerate the loss of his inner energy. 

Those men must pay with their lives. There was no room for forgiveness! 
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The group followed the direction Brandon mentioned and soon. arrived at a 
small mountain. 

On the mountainside sat a small wooden house. Although it was well hidden, 
it could not escape Andrius’ sharp eyes. Thus, the group immediately climbed 
the mountain in the direction of the wooden house. 

After a while, the house stood clearly in front of them. 

Creak- 

Andrius walked forward and pushed open the somewhat aged door. Bzzae 

Swoosh... 

Whoosh, whoosh.... 

As soon as the door opened, a swarm of insects flew out. Some were 
malevolent and bloody, and others were as fast as meteors. The insects 
approached fiercely as if they intended to engulf Andrius on 



the spot. 

“Hmph! So it’s you causing trouble!” Andrius snorted coldly and immediately 
used his insect technique to summon numerous insects. 

The next moment, the insects on both sides engaged in battle. 

Due to Andrius needing to conserve his strength and being unable to 
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It was the unsheathing of the Sanguis Blade! 

The next moment, three masked men were all injured by the sharp inner 
energy, falling backward and crashing heavily onto the small 

wooden house, destroying it. The three struggled to get up but could only twist 
their heads and cough up blood, unable to rise. However, it was not over. 



Perhaps due to the Sanguis Blade sensing the scent of blood, after Luna 
struck, its sinister aura intensified, and the killing intent grew heavily. She 
instantly appeared in front of the three men. Visit  to read the latest chapter of 
this novel 

At that moment, she no longer resembled a normal person but was more like 
the demon lord reborn, or a god of slaughter descending! 

Hum... 

The Sanguis Blade emanated a bloody aura. 

She raised her hand to cut off the heads of the three men. 

“Luna, no-" Andrius shouted and quickly said, “Don't kill them. Hurry up and 
recite the mantra. Don’t let the killing intent dominate you!” Visit  to read the 
latest chapter of this novel 

Firstly, Andrius needed to keep them alive to find out the mastermind behind 
all this. 

Secondly, he could not predict whether the Sanguis Blade would undergo a 
terrible transformation once tainted with blood and become even more difficult 
to control. That would make things 

troublesome. 
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The moment Luna heard Andrius’ voice, her mind cleared, and she instantly 
began to recite the mantra. Hum... 

As she murmured to herself, a radiant light shimmered on the Sanguis Blade. 

Luna’s entire demeanor gradually calmed down, returning to her usual state 
with less killing intent. Prick! 

Andrius took out a silver needle and pierced it into Luna’s temple, helping her 
clear her mind. 

With the dual effect, Luna gradually returned to normal. 

Hubby, I...” Luna recalled the scene just now and could not help but 



break into a cold sweat. 

She lowered her head like a child who had done something wrong, 

saying apologetically, “I couldn’t control myself because of the aura 

from the Sanguis Blade...” 

Andrius sighed with distress. He looked at Luna and comforted her. 

It's not your fault. Don’t blame yourself.” 

However, although that was what he said, he felt more urgent. 

Although the Sanguis Blade and the demon snake’s power was balanced for 
now, it was like two time bombs attached to Luna. If it 

detonated, the consequences would be unimaginable. They had to be 
resolved as soon as possible. 

“Okay. Thank you, hubby...” 

Luna’s expression improved slightly. 

Andrius nodded, collected his thoughts, and walked toward the three masked 
men on the ground. He looked at the three and asked coldly,” Who are you 
and who sent you?” 

“We're...” 

The leader and the other two exchanged glances as they prepared a story, 
intending to deceive their way through. 

Just then, they felt a bone-chilling coldness, making them shiver involuntarily. 
They instinctively looked over just in time to meet Luna’s icy gaze. There was 
no hint of emotion, only an endless coldness as if coming from the vast ice 
fields. 

The leader’s face stiffened, and the lies he prepared stuck in his throat, 
unable to be spoken. 

“Lit was the Insect Ruler...” He did not dare to hide the truth and confessed 
everything as fast as he could. “We were sent by the Insect Ruler.” 



It was the Insect Ruler! 

Andrius’ expression became unpleasant when he heard those words. 

The Insect Ruler was a legendary figure in Murrfield and possessed the 
strength of a Martial Saint. Coupled with the years he operated 

secretly, his scale of influence was unknown... 

This time, he even obtained the demon snake’s heart... 

It was likely that Florence would once again be plunged into a storm of 
bloodshed. 

Andrius suppressed that thought and asked in a low voice, “Tell me 

what he sent you to do. 

“To build an experimental base and create more powerful insect soldiers, then 
transport them to Murrfield.” 

The leader did not dare to hesitate and answered every question. Create 
insect soldiers and transport them to Murrfield! 

Andrius’ expression grew increasingly grim, and he continued asking, Do you 
know why the Insect Ruler wants so many insect soldiers Visit  to read the 
latest chapter of this novel 

“That’s...” The leader shook his head and explained in great detail,” 

We don't know. We're only responsible for the insect soldiers in our own base 
and transporting them to Murrfield. We didn’t dare to ask Visit  to read the 
latest chapter of this novel 

anything else.” Andrius fell silent. 

The Insect Ruler was already incredibly powerful. Wanting to create so many 
insect soldiers indicated that he was planning something 

major. Unfortunately, he controlled his subordinates very strictly, so these 
three could not inquire about classified secrets. 



Andrius took a deep breath and continued to ask, “Do you know how many 
insect soldier experimental bases like yours exist? Where are Visit  to read the 
latest chapter of this novel 

they located?” 

That was an important question. 

Andrius had a feeling that the insect soldier experimental base on Scarlet 
Peak was just the tip of the iceberg. 

Sure enough, the leader immediately replied, “I only know that about ten to 
fifteen kilometers to the west, south, and north each has an experimental base 
for insect soldiers. 

“The four adjacent bases can maintain communications. Then, they spread 
out and form a powerful network of bases. We don’t know 

about any other bases.” 

Chapter 1170 Andrius’ heart chilled. 

With experimental bases for insect soldiers scattered within a range of ten to 
fifteen kilometers, at that density, the Southern Warzone likely housed a 
terrifying number of such bases. 

“Dax...” 

At that thought, Andrius instructed, “Take these three back and start a three-
hundred-kilometer radius search toward the areas bordering 

Murrfield. “Seal off any bases discovered without needing to report it. If 
anyone dares to resist, then execute them on the spot! 

“Also, the leaders of these bases should preferably be captured alive. See if 
you can follow the trail and find the mastermind behind this.” 

From Brandon’s reaction, it was clear that the mastermind behind 

these bases must be someone with extensive connections, allowing 

them to disregard even the Wolf King. 



“Got it.” Dax replied, “I'll get right on it.” 

For the next few days, the soldiers of the Southern Warzone began a 
thorough search. 

Soon, the once highly secretive insect soldier experimental bases surfaced 
one by one. The number was staggering and left them. 

astonished. 

Under Dax’s rigorous interrogation, he discovered that the masterminds 
behind these bases were all linked to prominent officials and powerful figures 
from Kiyoto. None of them were ordinary people! 

This discovery shocked Dax. 

That was because if they continued investigating, he would offend almost half 
the court. Though most of them were civil officials, their sheer numbers posed 
a formidable threat. 

If they worked together... 

Even the emperor would not be able to stand idly by! 

At that thought, Dax approached Andrius and asked for his opinion. Andrius, 
the sweep has been ongoing for three days, and we've discovered and sealed 
over forty-two insect soldier experimental 

bases! “We captured thirty-five leaders of these bases, and half of them have 
already confessed. Have a look at the results.” Dax’s voice was lowered, 
indicating the gravity of the situation. 

Then, he took out a piece of paper and handed it to Andrius. Listed on it were 
the names of officials and influential figures from Kiyoto extracted from the 
confessions of the base leaders. 

However, Andrius did not even glance at it and said calmly, “You don’t need to 
worry about anything, Dax. Just continue searching and sealing the bases! I'll 
bear all the consequences. 

“I'm also heading to Kiyoto now. | want to see...” 



At that point, a resolute righteousness flashed on Andrius’ face.” We're 
destroying these cruel, evil, and damnable insect soldier experimental bases. 
Who would dare to oppose us and question us?” Visit  to read the latest 
chapter of this novel 

Insect soldier experimental bases were things that should not exist in this 
world. Therefore, Andrius was extremely determined. 

“Got it,” Dax responded and immediately went to carry out the order. Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 

Andrius said to Luna, “Luna, we're going to Kiyoto now. In the forbidden 
palace in Kiyoto, a large group of heavily armed soldiers stood guard. 

When Andrius and Luna approached, the guard pointed the guns at them, 
blocking their way. 

“Who goes there? This is the restricted area of the forbidden palace. All 
unauthorized personnel must leave immediately!” Visit  to read the latest 
chapter of this novel 

The guards were not polite. Andrius smiled. The great Wolf King was actually 
referred to as an unauthorized 

person. What a joke. 

 


